Buy P2PS Tokens
You can buy P2PS tokens with BTC, ETH, BCH or LTC.
Minimum buy = 50 P2PS. You can transfer your choice of cryptocurrencies to the following relevant addresses:

Crypto

Send cryptocurrencies to

ETH

0xDd63924Dd8c861841F29D16c9A69C4c68FAe9964

BTC

152bmp95txfezWj2Z6iT24MyTtYjzH2jX5

BCH

qpk5csk85l9wckayl9eq60ss4rypcz6muyjv34x4e6

LTC

MKaX3Cq66vrQ6tuEt7FKy5MR5eSZauyddA

Please Note:
1) Our addresses to send your payment may change frequently.
2) You can transfer payments to our addresses from anywhere including exchanges
like Coinbase.
3) When you buy P2PS tokens with ETH from an ERC20 compatible wallet address
that starts with 0x and is NOT from an exchange, then you do not have to do
anything. Your P2PS Tokens will be sent to your wallet. If you do not receive your
tokens within 24 hours please send email to token@p2psf.org and let us know.
4) However, if you bought with other crypto such as BTC, BCH or LTC, please email
your ERC20 compatible wallet address to token@p2psf.org with your transaction
(TX) hash.
5) After acquiring the P2PS tokens, you can deposit them into any ERC20 standard
token wallet such as MyEtherWallet, Meta Mask, Mist, Parity, Imtoken, etc.
6) You are buying @250 P2PS for 1 ETH or equivalent in other cryptocurrencies (plus
bonus), the token price displayed on the landing page.
7) There may be difference due to volatility and resultant mismatch in BTC-ETH
conversion price. Therefore, for any BTC/ETH/BCH/LTC you send us, you will
receive appropriate # of P2PS tokens according to the exchange prices mentioned
on landing page. For example when you buy 1000 P2PS tokens you will pay 4ETH
or its equivalent in other cryptocurrencies. Your transactions shall be processed
accordingly and you shall receive appropriate P2PS (plus bonus) for your
contributions.
Thank you for your contributions. Kindly spread the good word about our project for
the greater good of humanity. We look forward to your continued support and
participation.

For large/private-sale inquiries of over $250000 equivalent, please send email
to token@p2psf.org.

